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Context: In xray tomography, line integrals of patient attenuation are measured in a CT scan.
From these data, the patient attenuation function must be reconstructed. It is assumed that the
patient is completely still during the data acquisition. In case of patient movement, the
reconstructed CT image suffers from artifacts.
Xray projections from various angles of the same patient are not independent: Data
Consistency Conditions (DCC) must be fulfilled by the projections. In case of the Radon
transform, the DCC (or range conditions) can be expressed though nth order moments of the
projections. It has been shown that the DCC can be used to estimate some external parameters
such has calibration parameters, attenuation factors or even movement parameters.
Objectives: To apply new fanbeam DCC to estimate an unknown translation of the patient
during a short time interval of the scan. For a known arc of the fanbeam fullscan, the patient
moved with constant unknown velocity. The problem of determining the movement using
fanbeam DCC will be addressed in this thesis. Fanbeam DCC for a segment of a circular
trajectory will be used, as well as new fanbeam DCC which will be developed in this project.
Computer simulations will be used to verify the method.
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